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Abstract
Online communities have brought great benefits
to society; however, relatively few of them are
successful in sustaining community activities. It is
necessary to have a better understanding of the
contextual development of online communities. This
study adopts the theory of networked influence to
address the research objective. Data is collected
from an online community which has been in
operation for ten years. We investigate the
community’s sustainability on a longitudinal basis,
focusing on its dynamic temporal development, with
regard to how it was formed, became robust, and
either declined or was sustained. Adopting social
network analysis with a qualitative approach, we
identify several types of emerging leaders and how
the “relay events” between them had a significant
impact on communication prolongation. Their
influence is found to extend across discussion entities,
resulting in communication homogeneity, and
leading to significant network effects that are
relevant to participants’ interactions.
Keywords: Online community, networked
influence, online discussion forum, social network
analysis, content analysis

1. Introduction
Social media have become an important online
social venue where people can connect and
communicate. In particular, online communities have
enabled people to find others with common interests,
passions, questions or problems, and, subsequently,
to share information and knowledge as well as give
mutual support. Thus, an online community refers to
any virtual social space where people get together to
find company and share information and support [1].
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By connecting with known or unknown others in
these communities, one’s knowledge can be publicly
visible through a variety of online messages being
posted, read and shared [2, 3]. Since this kind of
social media can provide significant value for the
users, it can also become a great benefit to society,
i.e., an important social capital across multiple
dimensions [see 4 for a review]. However, despite the
increasing value online communities bring to society,
researchers have noticed that participants are not
necessarily as active as has been believed [5-7].
Studies have found that many online communities
have turned into “cyber ghost towns” [8] which no
longer serve as conduits for online communication or
knowledge sharing [2, 9, 10].
The question regarding how online communities
can be sustained has attracted much research
attention. This is evident in the growing number of
studies that focus on topics such as how community
members are recruited and maintained [11, 12], the
driving forces that enhance member participation [8,
9], the identification of influencers who lead or
encourage member participation and retention [13,
14], and the interactions between the influencers and
those being influenced [15, 16]. This “networked
influence” [17, 18] indicates network patterns in
which one influences the behavior of others in the
networked environment, and is considered to be
critical to the sustainability of online communities.
Based on the theory of networked influence, this
study addresses the challenges of sustaining online
communities by answering the following question:
How does participant communication and influence
in a networked environment lead to the emergence of
leaders, which consequentially sustains the online
community?
We investigated an online automobile community
centered on the model N1 (a pseudonym) that
emerged from the online discussion forum URcar
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(also a pseudonym). The N1 automobile community
has attracted a large number of automobile amateurs
and experts who repeatedly and continuously post
their opinions and user experience. This community
began with a discussion board entitled “N1 owners,
please sign in here” (abbreviated to Sign-in), which
we selected as the main case, as it was the longest
car-related discussion on this forum. The discussion
has lasted for about 10 years, beginning in February,
2007, and is still active. As the research progressed,
three other discussion boards (abbreviated as “Carlife,” “Life-together,” and “DIY”) were seen to be
relevant to the N1 discussions. These four discussion
boards formed the N1 community. To more
comprehensively understand this community, we
collected all the online posts from the four discussion
boards, which comprised 1,077 participants and
15,959 messages. Using this substantial dataset, we
discovered how this community emerged, developed
and then was sustained over such a long period of
time.
We conducted social network analysis with
qualitative content analysis. Adopting this joint
method gave us a clearer understanding of the
dynamic changes in the influence networks
constructed by the participants. We investigated the
temporal development of the community and
identified specific participant roles that are influential
in sustaining the online community, as well as the
network effects brought by those roles. This research
revealed several interesting findings. First, we
identified several types of emerging leaders (i.e.,
“generous question respondents”, “cross-boarders,”
and “social bond” leaders) and the relay events
between them that have a significant impact on the
prolongation of online communication. Second, we
found that their influence extends across different
discussion boards, resulting in an increasing
homogeneity of networked communication that
enhances participants’ interactions. Lastly, we found
that cross-board communication leads to a “network
migration” that is relevant to the community’s
sustainability. We believe that these findings
contribute to the field of online community by
combining the investigation of dynamic changes with
the cross- discussion board phenomenon.
In the following, we discuss the relevant literature
regarding online community sustainability and the
theory of networked influence. We then explain the
research methodology, including the data collection
and analysis, after which we present and discuss the
research findings. The paper concludes with the
theoretical and practical implications, along with
proposed directions for future research.

2. Literature Review
Although the popularity of social media has led to
exponential growth in the volume and significance of
online communities, a body of literature has argued
that managing this form of community involves
challenges regarding user participation, membership
retention and community sustainability. In an open
communal environment, participants can join and
leave freely without obligation [19], and such
communities are usually managed and run by the
members themselves [2] without obvious organizers
[20]. Community activities can become hit-or-miss
affairs, which can discourage people from
contributing valuable information [21]. Moreover, as
most participants are unlikely to know each other in
person, they may have difficulty developing stronger
levels of individual trust [22]. Also, participants do
not share “institution-based trust,” because the
forums are not created for any organizational goal
[23]. As a result, despite their increasing growth for
multiple purposes, relatively few online communities
have been successful in enhancing user participation
and interactivity [7, 8] or facilitating knowledgeable
conversations [2, 24].
In order to better understand online community
sustainability, previous studies have investigated user
participation with regards to membership retention.
In their work on knowledge gaining and learning
processes in online communities, Lave and Wenger
[25] identified the behaviors of a spectrum of
participant types that ranged from “newcomers” to
“full
participation.”
This
precipitated
the
identification of the dynamic changes in participant
roles. Kim [11] differentiated several participant roles:
visitors, novices, regulars, leaders, and elders. Preece
and Schneiderman [26] proposed a reader-to-leader
framework based on the degree of participant
involvement. These proposed frameworks start from
a reader type, who only consumes content. This type
is followed by the casual user, who invests some time
and effort in making small contributions and carrying
out minor acts of participation in a community. The
frameworks then continue with more serious users
who invest significant time and effort in community
participation, culminating in a member who creates
significant content, and leads and moderates
discussions in the community. It has been argued that
users who invest more effort in an online community
and participate in online communication more
actively are easily identified as online leaders who
add more value to the community [9].
Prior research suggests that online leaders play an
important role in sustaining an online community.
They are able to induce a large number of members
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to participate [27, 28], thereby enhancing
knowledgeable conversations and the exchange of
information
[2].
High
responsiveness
and
interactivity among participants are believed to be
beneficial for community members [29, 30], since
online communities are able to continue under such
conditions [30].
In addition to the above literature concerning
online leadership at the individual level with regard
to the degree of involvement, another important
research stream has further addressed the
interpersonal processes that sustain online
communities. In this stream, researchers have pointed
out that since reciprocity serves as a driving
operational force, online user participation is highly
influenced by peers [10, 15, 31, 32]. Researchers
have approached this from several angles, identifying
the following: (1) leaders who encourage others to
engage in conversations [33], (2) the characteristics
and impact of such leaders on a community, e.g.
super-posters who post a large number of messages
and can dominate collective opinions [13], or silent
leaders who encourage the others to express their
opinions through information exchanges [14]; and (3)
how such leaders influence the behavior of others
(e.g., herding behavior [15]), and how those being
influenced react (e.g., community member adaptation,
addressed by Welbers and Nooy [34]).
In this research, we drew on theory of networked
influence to examine the emergence of leaders and
the interaction between these leaders and
participation. This theoretical perspective [17] allows
us to study interpersonal behavioral patterns in terms
of the actions and interactions of a leader in a
networked situation, rather than in isolation [32, 35].
It also offers a perspective on how one leader’s
behavior can influence others and bring about a
structural change [36]. Hara and Hew [24] studied
online conversations and analyzed participants’
interactive communication. Their study focused on
knowledge sharing, and their results indicated that
when knowledge seekers post questions or request
help from the community, a knowledge provider
might share his/her knowledge in the form of a story
describing a similar experience in which he/she
worked out a solution to the problem. Such
interactions are particularly important for knowledge
sharing in online communities, because knowledge is
created and accumulated predominantly through high
levels of interaction and the dynamic reciprocity of
participants’ online conversations [2, 18, 37]. Based
on the networked influence theory, we consider
interpersonal behavior from the perspective of online
conversations to be relevant to this present study.

3. Research Methods
We collected data from “URcar,” a popular online
discussion forum in Taiwan. Specifically, the online
community centered on the vehicle model “N1” was
selected as the case for this study. This community
was formed by four discussion bulletin boards
relevant to the N1 discussion, which are entitled as
follows: “N1 owners, please sign in here,” “[Car Life]
the first generation of the N1 produced in early 1996
is still working,” “The automobile republic of N1
MAX,” and “N1, an energy efficient vehicle and its
DIY.” In this report, these are abbreviated to “Signin,” “Car-life,” “Life-together,” and “DIY,”
respectively, and the names of the participants have
been replaced with pseudonyms.
In order to analyze the content of the
communication within the online community, we
collected the textual data of the online posts. The
basic information of a post includes user name, user
portrait, date, time, an ordinal number, and the main
text of the post. Given the great volume and rich
content of the dataset, this case provides a good
opportunity to study online community sustainability
over time.
To
address
the
research
objectives,
methodologically we applied social network analysis
with qualitative content analysis. We investigated the
social networks in a community that emphasizes the
post-and-reply approach. This included people who
posted messages, who replied to one another, whose
messages were cited, and who asked or answered
questions directly. In the social graphs illustrated in
this report, the nodes represent individuals who
posted messages, and the lines are the links between
the individuals based on questions asked and replies.
Also, the size of the nodes reflects the number of an
individual’s posts, while the thickness of the lines
pertains to the level of the individual links (number
of interactions). UCINET software was adopted to
assist in our organizing and managing the dataset.

4. Analysis and Findings
Over a period of ten years, participants came and
left, with some continuously posting messages, while
others participated intermittently and still others
stopped posting altogether. When considering the
overall number of participants and posts, the 10-year
development of the online community can be divided
into three stages: developing, active and declining.
The Developing Stage: The Frequent Knowledge
Contributors emerge as community leader
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Whenn the Sign-in discussion booard was initiaated
in 2007, it attracted ddozens of N1 car owners w
who
posted thheir cars’ bbackground innformation. T
The
participannts kept postiing messages without makking
replies orr being replieed to by otherrs. Consequenntly,
conversattions among these initial users were not
interactivve. Nevertheleess, when som
me people starrted
to raise questions abbout their caars’ maintenaance
issues andd received useful feedbackk from others, the
atmospheere of a knowledge shaaring communnity
began to emerge. That is, some postted messages and
others repplied, allowinng informationn and knowleedge
about thee N1 to be eexchanged am
mong the postters.
Althoughh two-way cconversations emerged, thhese
intercomm
munications took the fo
form of sim
mple
questionss and answeers (Q&As). The Q&A-like
interactioons did not extend intoo long threaads,
typically ending withiin three postss. The messaages
posted byy Airtiger and Pink below shhow the naturee of
the knowlledge sharing in the commuunal environm
ment.
[Airtigger wrote on Sign-in, 13.022.2007, #15] My
N1 waas made in 19999. I like it vvery much as iit is
very quiet
q
when I’m
m driving, andd that makes my
familyy and myself vvery comfortaable... Althouggh I
like itss quietness, it sometimes makes
m
me annooyed
to heaar noises clearrly even thouugh they are low
volum
me... Recently,, I have had a problem of
o a
noise ccoming from the dashboardd area, but I hhave
no ideaa what causes the noise......
[Pink replied to Aiirtiger on Signn-in, 14.02.20007,
#16] I have neverr had such a problem, buut I
supposse that the noise
n
may haave two possible
causess: a tire or thee transmissionn shaft... The first
f
can bee sorted out eaasily, but if it is because off the
secondd situation, it could be a seerious problem
m. It
would be best for yyou to find a garage to chheck
your car thoroughly.
[Airtigger replied to Pink on Signn-in, 14.02.20007,
#17] T
Thanks for yoour reply. I am
a sure that the
noise iis from my daashboard, not somewhere else.
e
But yoou are right, I ddefinitely needd to find a garrage
to careefully check ouut my car.
Moreoover, we nnoticed that as participaants
graduallyy became invoolved in the diiscussions, Spport,
who hadd initiated thhis discussionn board, becaame
invisible and did not ppost any messages apart fr
from
This
those hee had posted to initiatee Sign-in. T
discussionn board becam
me self-organiizing without the
board creator’s invoolvement. N
Nevertheless, we
n
Hsaio who frequenntly
identifiedd a person named
posted messages
m
and aappeared to pllay a central rrole
in the nettworked comm
munication. Ass Figure 1 shoows,

hhe played a siggnificant role iin terms of thee quantity of
pposts and had higher
h
centraliity than the otthers.
Hsaio playyed a centraal role in thhe networks
thhroughout thee time periodd of 2008-2012. Figure 1
shows the parrticipants’ nettwork for 20111, the year
w
with most peoople involved in this stage. Analysis of
thhe content of Hsiao’s postss reveals that hhe had used
thhem to give ddetailed answeers to others w
who drew on
hhis professionaal knowledge. In the examplle below, he
ggives a detaileed explanationn to Cheese about
a
how a
ggenerator can be fixed. Thhe original m
message was
aabout 600 worrds; it is abbreeviated here too clarify the
ppurpose of the message.
[Hsaio replied to Cheesee on Sign-in, 04.11.2008,
#333] If it iis because thee electronic geenerator has
broken, it would not show just a flickering
warning lighht on the dashhboard.
T
The battery hass a function too keep the volttage stable.
If the generator breaks downn while the enggine is still
w
working, only the engine ligght will be turnned on and
thhe car will stilll be functioning. You need to check
thhe circuits. A new Shihlin-bbranded generaator with
ccontrol lines w
will be just aboout 3,000 dollaars. When
yyou replace it, you must... I ddid it by myseelf.

Hsaio

F
Figure 1. Partticipants’ netw
works duringg the
d
developing staage (for 2011))
Hsaio’s deetailed instrucctions for reeplacing the
ggenerator werre appreciatedd by Cheesee, who had
raised the quesstion. We founnd that, at thiss stage, even
thhough the conversationss were not especially
innteractive, a supportive coommunity waas gradually
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being formed by the participants. Since Hsaio played
a central role, the Sign-in discussion became a very
“Hsaio-centric” networked communication.
The Active Stage: The Cross-boarders led to
Homogeneity of Networked Communication
Participants’ interactions became more active
between 2012 and 2014, averaging more than 1,000
messages posted by more than 200 people, and 100
or more newcomers joined in these discussions. We
found that three other discussion boards related to the
N1 appeared to be highly connected with the focal
discussion board (i.e., Car-Life, Life-together, and
DIY).
Content analysis of the posted online messages
revealed that a small group of “cross-boarders,” who
were wandering among the discussion boards, played
significant roles. That is, their activity encouraged
others to communicate across different discussion
boards and led to the homogenization of the content
of the communication in this community.
The conversation below between Niko and Gold
on Sign-in shows the occurrence of cross-board
communication. When Niko claimed to have read
through all the posts in this board, Gold suggested
reading more on another board (i.e., Life-together)
and jokingly welcomed Niko aboard.
[Niko wrote on Sign-in, 06.09.2014, #6860]
Finally!! I have read through all the 6,000 posts
and more!! I’ve learned a lot about the
maintenance skills and smart tricks to keep my car
in good condition. Thank you for all sharing.
[Gold replied to Niko’s post on Sign-in,
06.09.2014, #6861] haha... congratulations. But
you haven’t finished yet as you have another
important board to conquer: Life-together created
by Master Su... You carry on. You will catch up
with us.
The message below also shows that the users
were familiar with where the information could be
found. In this case, Tom suggests to the others to read
posts on the other discussion board where they might
find more useful knowledge.

The content of the online posts clearly indicates
that participants were becoming familiar with those
who were knowledgeable about particular car issues.
[Handsome wrote in DIY. 07.02.2014,
For this issue, you might like to refer to
discussion board, Life-together. There,
find an expert called Su, who
knowledgeable about related issues...

#216] ...
the other
you will
is very

The number of cross-boarders was not large
(Figure 2 shows some of them), but their frequent
posts quantitatively dominated the online discussions.
In our study, they comprised 14.67% of the
participants (158 cross-boarders), produced 80.18%
of all posts, contributing over 95% of the posts in
October, 2013. Their frequent posting was considered
to be positive for the development of this community,
as (1) they generously shared professional knowledge
as well as the tricks of the trade based on personal
experience, which led them to become important
knowledge contributors; and (2) they told newcomers
where to find the knowledge they needed from the
large bulk of posted information, or recommended
experts who might have the know-how to resolve
their car problems. Thus, they played an important
role as information navigators. Moreover, while they
might be more active on one discussion board than on
the other boards, their guidance for others looking for
possible solutions usually led across the different
boards.
The
occurrence
of
cross-board
communication clarified the importance of
considering the four discussion boards as a whole,
rather than as independent discussion entities. Taking
into consideration the cross-board communication,
we have illustrated the four-board community as a
whole (Figure 2).
Our exploration of the cross-board network
(Figure 2) showed us that we had almost
misunderstood the situation, believing that the
influencing power of Su and his discussion boards
(i.e., Car-life and Life-together) were fading away. In
fact, Su’s influence remained and he played an
important role in terms of the quantities of posts, and
the high degree of centrality and betweenness.

[Tom wrote on Sign-in, 31.08.2014. #6818] [Tom
replied to a question asked by Cheese]... This is
the simplest way to sort out that problem. If you
want to deal with it more professionally, you can
use a multi-meter. For that, you can find
information at DIY, where Mr.Right has provided
a lot of useful information regarding the solution
to this problem.
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Figure 22. The cross-b
board networking during tthe
acctive stage
The Decclining Stage:: Contagion of Idiosyncraatic
Commun
nication
ffor
strengthen
social
relationships
Temporary changges within tthis communnity
become clear
c
when we
w take into aaccount the long
term posttings data for tthe focal boarrds. Neverthelless,
we noticeed that while the
t overall disscussion decliined
from 2015 onward, the performance of the DIY booard
was significantly diffeerent from thhat of the othhers.
while the overaall discussion was decliningg on
That is, w
Sign-in, Car-life and Life-togetherr, the numberr of
posts, parrticipants and newcomers iin DIY continnued
to increaase. Content analysis of tthe online poosts
revealed that the boaard creator, Mr.Right,
M
hadd a
particularr form of leaddership behavvior that invollved
an idiosyyncratic comm
munication styyle, which ledd to
his discuussion boardd remaining interactive. T
The
dynamic networks of DIY betweenn 2013 and 2015
show an uupward trend oof developmennt.
munication styyles
Table 1. Mr.Right’ diifferent comm
on the d
different boarrds
Mr.Rigght on Sign-inn
Mr.Riight on DIY

The influuencing pow
wer of Mr.R
Right was
nnoticeable in tthe content off his posts. W
We compared
hhis posts on DIY and Siggn-in, and iddentified his
iddiosyncratic ccommunicationn style. Tablee 1 provides
several typicaal examples bby showing tthe original
ccontent of thhe posts so as to demoonstrate the
ddifferences.
For his DIY posts, Mr.Right uused many
eemoticons, diffferent colorss and speciall characters
(e.g., Zhuyin, a phonetic syymbol in Maandarin), but
thhis communication style was not eviddent in his
ccontributions to Sign-iin. The idiosyncratic
ccommunicationn behavior connsequently inffluenced the
aatmosphere off this discussioon board, makking it more
fr
free, casual aand fun whille continuing to discuss
serious car prooblems. As thhe example beelow shows,
H
Hsaio was alsoo starting to uuse emoticonss frequently
inn his posts on DIY.
[Hsaio wrotte on DIY, 066.08.2014, #5008] You are
very welcom
me.
You are just the eexpert.
I
have researrched this carr just for funn. Hahaha...

moticons to express
e
his
Hsaio ofteen used em
hhappiness on D
DIY, whereas his posts on S
Sign-in show
nno evidence of his emotiions. This inndicates the
innfluence of Mr.Right
M
on thee style of Hsiaao’s posts on
D
DIY. Moreovver, this com
mmunication style was
m
mimicked by others, as one
o
message posted by
K
KeiKei shows.
[KeiKei wrrote on DIY, 05.01.2015, #992] Your
car engine efficiency
e
is ggetting better aand better. I
really envyy you.

Cann you share
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your

secret

trricks

with

us,

pleaase?
I

want

my

car

bbe

as

efficient

as

a
also
yoours.

You really maaintain your car
well. S
Such envy...
Furtheermore, Mr.Riight welcomedd newcomers and
encourageed them too become innvolved in the
discussionns by ensurinng that almostt every post fr
from
someone new to the community receeived a responsse.
[Vinceent wrote onn DIY for the first tiime,
11.02.22014, #226] Regarding
R
Gasscat’s suggestiion,
I can’tt agree more. He has provvided very useeful
inform
mation, even more detaileed than the car
owners. We don’t know each other but I do
apprecciate your infoormation posteed here.
[Mr.Riight wrote oon DIY, 11.02.2014, #2227]
Welcoome, Vincent~
~ We are haappy about your
y
joiningg. Please com
me and sit. Haave a cup of tea.
[Mr.Right tthen also madde a
joke ab
about Vincent’’s saying “I can’t agree moore”
as Viincent said this sentence with Engglish
gramm
mar that usuually does not happen in
Mandaarin]. Your E
English must be good. Your
Y
thinkinng with Englissh grammar iss very interesting.

It is clear that Mr.Rigght’s leadershhip behavior
aalong with thhe specific coommunication style gave
D
DIY a more cheerful atmoosphere than that of the
oother boards. W
We also notedd how the com
mmunication
style introduceed by the boarrd initiator wass mimicked,
w
which appearrs to have had a beariing on the
nnetworked
becomiing
more
communicatioon
innteractive.
found that thee special com
mmunication
We also fo
style had a significant iimpact on thhe network
structures. Useers who particcipated in Siggn-in moved
too DIY. Mr.Riight, Tom andd Pink were veery active in
S
Sign-in but grradually moveed to DIY annd formed a
robust networkk there. For eexample, Figuure 4 shows
thhe movement of the particippants’ networrk in Sign-in
fo
for May, 20144, and in DIY
Y for July, 2014. We call
thhis phenomennon of movem
ment of partiicipants and
thheir networks “network miggration.”
who actively
As Figure 3 shows, pparticipants w
pposted messages and interaccted with otherrs in Sign-in
ggradually movved to DIY
Y and formedd a robust
nnetwork there.

Happyy Lantern Festiival!
the
Mr.Riight
Vincent
continued
and
conversattions about the translations between Engglish
and Manddarin. Vincentt then seemedd to become m
more
familiar w
with this discuussion board aand continued the
conversattions with Mr..Right with evven more cheeerful
posts.
D
the leadding
Moreoover, it emergged that, on DIY,
behavior of including newcomers inn the communnity
Mr.Right was the
was conttagious. For instance, M
person w
who usually w
welcomed new
wcomers, but one
day, anoother person took on thhe role, helpping
Mr.Right when he ddid not replyy promptly. T
The
example below shows how KeiKei took the placee of
Mr.Right in welcomingg Breeze’s parrticipation.
DIY, 03.12.20114, #905] Wow
w, I
[Breezze wrote on D
didn’t know that there was such a useeful
discussion board heere till now^^^...I read through
all thee posts. Thatt took me qquite some tiime.
Phew~
~ I just boughtt the car in Occtober. I hope that
I can learn more from
m you guys. ^^...
^
[KeiKei wrote onn DIY, 03..12.2014, #9906]
Welcoome! Welcomee! We spread some flowers to
welcom
me you!!

Figgure 3. Netwoork migration
n

55. Discussioon and Conclusion
This studyy identified different
d
types of online
leeaders, those who were moore influential than other
m
members and significantly contributed too sustaining
thhe online com
mmunity (see Table 2). Wee found that
thhe sustainability of the onliine communitty was made
ppossible by different actors bringing diffferent forms
oof influence too the focal booards across tthe different
ddevelopment sstages. First, the
t generous respondents
too questions ((e.g., Hsiao) lled to the em
mergence of
strong supportt, which graduually led to thhe formation
oof an online community. Second,
S
the activities
a
of
ccross-boarders (e.g., Cheesse and Tom) led to the
hhomogeneity of the coontent in tthe online
ccommunicationn, thereby shoowing that knoowledge can
bbe disseminateed across disccussion boardss. Finally, a
social bond leader (e.gg., Mr.Right)) with an
iddiosyncratic communicatiion style chhanged the
ccommunicationn atmospheere, leadingg to the
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phenomenon of network migration. With their
involvement, the community was sustained by the
“relay event” of the influencing roles.
Table 2. Summary of the research findings
Stage
The influencers
Network effect
and their
characteristics
 Two-way
Developing
Hsiao, and a
conversations
few other
emerged, but they
frequent
were generally
responders to
Q&A-like.
questions,
appeared to play  A strongly
supportive
central roles in
community was
the networked
formed through
communication.
the Q&As.
Active
A group of
 Cross-board
cross-boarders
communications
(Su, Cheese,
became
Tom, etc.) who
homogeneous.
were generous
 Four discussion
knowledge
boards merged
contributors and
into one robust
information
community.
navigators had a
high degree of
centrality and
betweenness in
the networks.
 The phenomenon
Declining
Mr.Right, the
of network
DIY boards’
migration
creator, behaved
occurred:
like a
participants
community
moved to DIY
leader with an
from Sign-in.
idiosyncratic
 Fewer people
communication
were isolated, as
style.
newcomers were
cared for and
included in the
network.
 While
communication
was declining on
most of the
discussion boards,
DIY sustained
community
members’
interactions.

We believe that our findings are of significance
and contribute to the research field of online
communities in several aspects. First, the research
outcomes contribute to the discussion topic of online
community sustainability. This study was carried out
on a longitudinal basis and helps to provide a greater
understanding of the temporal changes of an online
community (with regard to how it develops, becomes
robust, and declines) and the ways in which such
communities can be sustained. In view of an
insufficient
understanding
of
network-level
interaction dynamics, previous studies in this field
have called for further research [30, 36, 38]. The
findings of this current longitudinal study
significantly increase our understanding of the
dynamic nature of online communities.
Second, we have identified three types of online
leaders whose influence on online communication
going forward ensures that interactions will continue.
From the theoretical perspective of participant roles,
researchers have shown interest in identifying
different typologies of online participants. Some have
studied active participants, such as “super-posters”
[13], while others have focused on inactive roles, e.g.,
“lurkers” [39]. In response to previous studies on
participant roles, this study has determined that the
volume of participation can be critical for a
community. Nevertheless, more importantly, our
research has found that the “relay event” between
online leaders in different stages significantly
impacts the development of an online community.
Thus, the reason why some people in a networked
environment matter more than others is not just about
the number of participants or levels of participation:
the manner in which they influence the community is
also a factor.
Third, while some have contended that studying
networked influence based on a standalone entity
restricts our understanding of online communities [39,
40], this research responded by providing compelling
evidence that one individual’s influencing power can
be extended across different discussion entities (i.e.,
discussion boards, in our case) and, consequently,
can significantly impact the nature of networked
communication (i.e., communication homogeneity)
and lead to changes in the network structures (i.e.,
network migration).
Prior research in this field has provided valuable
insights into the sustainability of online communities.
However, most of the literature has provided only a
snapshot view, and has paid limited attention to their
dynamic changes of such communities [19, 30, 36].
Our findings provide evidence that network patterns
in the communal context rarely remain static, but
rather are constantly changing. Conversations among
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members are a sequence of events, not once-in-alifetime occurrences. Furthermore, this research
shows that online communities do not typically form
around a single conversation space, but are
constructed and operated across different entities.
Clearly, if we consider the development of networked
influence as a standalone entity only, this would limit
our understanding of online communities in the polycontextual environment [28, 39, 41]. We believe that
this study contributes to filling in that research gap.
We believe that our findings provide useful
insights into the networked patterns offered by this
form of online communities. However, this research
still has a limitation in that we did not explore online
communities in general, making it difficult to gauge
the generalizability of our findings. Moreover, now
that this rich dataset has been collected, deeper text
analysis could identify different types of participation
roles. Further research is needed with regard to the
aforementioned research perspectives.
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